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Popups can 
lead to a 60%
reduction in 
your bounce 
rate

Popups can 
lead to 50%
more time-
on-site. 

http://searchengineland.com/reducing-site-bounce-rate-bounce-exchange-review-186968
http://searchengineland.com/reducing-site-bounce-rate-bounce-exchange-review-186968


49% of all the brands 
offered some sort of lead 
magnet like an ebook, free 
content, tools, templates, 
promotions, or discounts.

SOURCE

36% of all the brands 
include the word "free" 
somewhere on their 
popups.



They’re annoying as hell: Again, this is 
especially true for full-screen pop ups.

They block content: And, because they tend 
to load last, users have already started 

reading by the time you block their view.

They force a user to take action: Which 
is fine if they convert, but only 

exaggerates your intrusion if they don’t.

Pop-ups are awful on mobile: Google penalise 
sites for showing pop-ups to mobile traffic.

They can damage brand reputation: The 
spammy nature of pop ups isn’t exactly a 

confidence boost for consumers.

They convert like crazy – There are so many case 
studies of pop-ups increasing lead counts, it’s 
easy to see why they’re popular.

They demand attention – Hijacking the entire 
screen isn’t subtle, but it certainly gets attention.

They focus on one message – With so many 
different messages on your site, pop-ups give 
you space to focus on one call to action (CTA).

Huge ROI potential – Pop-ups basically cost 
nothing, so the ROI potential is massive.

They’re less intrusive now – A number of 
variations on traditional pop-ups are designed to 
be less intrusive on user experience.

http://www.wpbeginner.com/wp-tutorials/increased-email-subscribers-600-optinmonster/




Entry: The most controversial form of popup, entry popups appear as soon as a visitor arrives on 
the page. They’re risky to use in some situations, but are a great way to give discounts or inform 

visitors about a promotion before browsing the rest of your site



Exit: Exit popups appear when visitors are about to exit a page or create a new tab. They are a great way to 
capture leads with an enticing last-ditch offer such as when a visitor is about to leave your site.



Timed: Timed popups appear on your page
after a visitor has reached a certain time
threshold. It is up to you to decide exactly
what that amount of time should be.

They can work wonders for your email list as
they appear on a landing page or website
after a visitor has remained there for a
certain amount of time. Be careful with
these popups as timing is crucial. You don’t
want to turn away visitors by showing too
soon, but too late and your visitors may
already have bounced.

After 20 seconds of being on Post Planner’s
website, for instance, you will be hit with a
timed popup.



Scroll: A scroll popup are a 
great way to generate leads 
from your business blog or 
website. They appear on the 
page once the visitor has 
scrolled past a certain point. 
This makes them effective 
for lead-gen as they a viewer 
part-way down the page has 
more info on your business 
and has shown more interest 
by getting to that point.















Conclusion
Popups are no longer something to be ashamed of. Each of the 
five types serves its own purpose and should be used to reach 
a specific goal with a specific offer.

It’s not a coincidence that major B2B and B2C brand have all 
started implementing popups on their websites — they are 
effective and they work. Give them a try and you will be 
rewarded with a high conversion rate and valuable leads for 
your business.




